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  Overview of Pilot Project 

１．Overview of Project 
 
 
 （１）Objective of Pilot Project 
 
Improvement of sanitation conditions in Batticalore city, by improving  
the function of the sewage facility of the City and provide instructions  
on operations and maintenance of the facility 
 
 （２）Project Activities 
 
   ・Determination of the current conditions of the facility 
 
   ・Design for improvement of functions 
 
   ・Improvement of the facility 
 
   ・Development of operations and maintenance manual 
 



  Project location 



  Project site 

Sewage 
facility 



  Aerial photographic image of the project site 

Google Earth 



  Facility map 

処理施設平断面図 



  Photo of the facility before piloting 

Receiving pond Treated water pond Reaction pond 



  Flow of project activity 

<conditions of the site before piloting> 

<activities> 

<improved conditions> 

Receiving pond 

Receiving pond 

Receiving pond 

Reaction pond 

Reaction pond 

Reaction pond 

Treated water pond 

Treated water pond 

Treated water pond 

Clogged pipe 

Accumulated 
sludge 

Used shovel car to remove sludge 

Drained water to clear clog Built additional water way 

Cut and removed upper part of  
original pipe 

Bio treatment implementation 

Bio treatment implementation 

Removal of upper part of pipe 

Removal of upper part of pipe 

discharge 







  Methods of bio-treatment using ‘Aqua-lift’ 

Put ‘aqualift’ bag type in nets 
 

Tie the end of the net to a stick 
 to secure its location 
 

Throw into pond 
 

Dissolve powder type ‘aqualift’ 
in water 
 

 
 

Spray the aqualift-water evenly across water surface 



  Receiving pond （conditions before piloting） 
① From the accumulated sludge conditions, it was decided that it would be necessary to dredge the receiving pond 
 
② The  pipe between the receiving pond and reaction pond appeared to be completely clogged 
 
③ The upper curved part of the pipe appeared to be unnecessary  for this facility, judging from the amount of  
       receiving sewage (which is low in quantity) .  
④   The conditions were not yet completely ready to implement the bio formulation,  but after some level of dredging 
       was made, the mission decided to proceed to bio implementation. 



  Receiving Pond （project activity） 
① The mission decided to cut into the upper part of the pond wall dividing the receiving pond and reaction pond 
      in order to allow water flow  
  →the sew water level went down to the level possible for dredging 
  →the clogged pipe became visible 
 
② Solution to the clogged pipe 
  →put high pressure water from the vacuum truck  
        through the pipe 
③ Cut the pipes 
  →secured a flow route to the reaction pond 
   In case the pipe should clog again, installed an  additional 
      ‘bypass’ pipe 
④ Used ½ of the prepared amount of bio-treatment this time 
     Should add more by looking at the degrading conditions 



  Reaction pond （conditions before piloting） 
① Algae in the pond; a sign that treatment is not going well 
 
② The curved top part of the pipe was considered unrequired (too high) 
 
③ Waterweeds  in the pond; sludge appears to be tangled with the weeds 
 



  Reaction pond （activities） 
① Sprayed the bio-treatment product 
  →Needs regular monitoring 
 
② Cut the upper curved pipe 
   Recommended to attach T-shape pipe 
 
③ Removed grass and weeds 
  →The shape of the ponds became clear 
 

除草作業 
 



  Treated water pond （conditions before piloting） 
① Algae; a sign that treatment is not going well 
 
② Decided that the upper part of pipe was not necessary 
 



  Treated water pond （activity） 
① Sprayed bio-treatment products 
  →needs regular monitoring 
 
② Cut off of the pipe 
  Recommended to place a T-shape pipe at the end 



  Consultation at the site and Municipal office 

Consultation 
 

Meetings at the municipality 
 



  Development of operations manual 



  Recent photographs of the facility 

Before bio treatment 
2012.04.24撮影 

After bio treatment 
2012.11.04撮影 
 

before after 





http://www.ace-camp.co.jp 


